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Mathematical training for ecologists
The objective of this survey is to document how ecologists, especially early-career scientists, view their quantitative training, and what are their attitudes towards mathematics. Ecologists often discuss the increasingly quantitative nature of their discipline, and although classes in mathematics and statistics exist for ecologists, there is no clear standard for basic mathematical training. We would like to obtain a better picture of the needs of ecologists, to improve the training in quantitative areas (mathematics, statistics, programming Figure S1: Repartition of sex vs. geographic origin among PhD students (the largest "Status" category), with a bit more females than males in North America (57% females in North America for 51% in Europe, though the 6% difference in proportions is not strongly statistically significant, P=0.3). Other categories such as Postdoc and Lecturer/Professor seem to always show more males than females. Figure S4 : Repartition of opinion on whether the mathematical level is adequate in general ecology courses, as a function of use of mathematics only for statistics, or for other purposes as well (=theory, decision making). A small difference is present, i.e. 79 % respond "Too low " when using mathematics for other purposes as well, and 72 % "Too low" when mathematics are used for statistics only ("TRUE" column). Figure S5: Number of respondents lacking knowledge in one of the key sub-disciplines of mathematics for ecology.
